In this paper we consider the optimal control prob lems for full compressible N avier-Stokes equations and Boussinesq equations. Such problems arise in the optimal control and design of the High Pressure Vapor Transport (HPVT) rector for the epitaxial growth. We develop the weak variational formula tion and discuss the existence and necessary optimal ity condition for the optimal control. A numerical method based on the mixed-fi nite element method is also discussed. The objective is to study the effect of the inflow condition and thermal convection on the fl ow field and then to discuss the optimal control problem for regulating the flow and temperature fi eld by the radiational heating or cooling at the bound ary. 
Normalized Equations
In this paper we consider the optimal control prob lems for full compressible N avier-Stokes equations and Boussinesq equations. Such problems arise in the optimal control and design of the High Pressure Vapor Transport (HPVT) rector for the epitaxial growth. We develop the weak variational formula tion and discuss the existence and necessary optimal ity condition for the optimal control. A numerical method based on the mixed-fi nite element method is also discussed. The objective is to study the effect of the inflow condition and thermal convection on the fl ow field and then to discuss the optimal control problem for regulating the flow and temperature fi eld by the radiational heating or cooling at the bound ary. We will derive the non dimensional equation by the following normalization.
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and the Prantl number Pr is defined by Pr= J.t C P• k Now, we obtain the non-dimensional equation
Next we consider the so-called Boussinesq approx imation of (1.1) in terms of the non-dimensionalized equation (1.8) . The Boussinesq equation is derived assuming that the density P is constant( = 1) but the density variation is included in the buoyancy force due to the gravitational force and is modeled by
In terms of our normalization (1.9) is written as (1.10)
Equation (1.9) is obtained by the Taylor expansion of the perfect gas law (1.2); i.e.,
and the press ure dependent term is neglected. From the mass conservation we have 'il · u = O. This results in
In this section we discuss the weak variational formu la.tion of the Boussinesq system. We drop the friction term due to flow in the energy equation. The follow ing example depicted in Figure 1 is motivated from the transport process in the (HPVT) reactors [IST] .
In general we consider the boundary condition as fol lows. Let f = fa U fl where fa and fl are disjoint portion of the boundary f of our domain O.
and the trilinear form c on
for u E Hl(O)d and 1/;1,1/;2 E VI' Note that by Green's formula
It follows from [Te] that
Lemma 2.1 The trilinear form b satisfies
Ib(u, v, w)1 � M 2 Iul�24Iul:;j:lvl�/lvl:;j:lwIHl for d = 3.
We assume that there exists a function ii E HI(O)d
such that 'V . li = 0 and lilro = u o, li l r, = 0 and a
and the control function
is satisfied a.e. for all (v,1/;) E V. The existence of a weak solution (s = 2 if d = 2 and s = 4/3 if d = 3) to (1.8) and (2.1) can be shown using the standard Navier-Stokes theory, e.g., see [It] under the Gelfand triple V C H = H* C V*. Moreover, for the two dimensional case (d = 2) a weak solution is unique and depends continuously on the initial con dition and control 9 E L2 (0, T; L 2 ( rl ) ' We consider the optimal control problem; mini mize the costfunctional (2.4) t (IVu( t)l� + IT(t) -Tdl� + f3lg(t)lf ) d t 10 1 over g(.) E L2 (0, T; L2( rt ) , subject to (2.2), where
The existence of an optimal solution to the optimal control problem (2.4) is proved in [It] and the nec essary optimality condition is derived; i.e., suppose a solution triple (u", T", g*) to (2.2) minimizes (2.4) then there exists a Lagrange multiplier
with w(r) = 0 and per) = 0 , for all (v , ifi) E V.
Compressible N-S equations
In this section we discuss the stationary control prob lem for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. We consider the regularized mass conservation equa
with the momentum and energy equation. This el liptic regularization term is used to stabilize the nu merical approximation methods and enables us to de velop a systematic weak variational treatment of the compressible equations. The inflow boundary r in is the closed subset of ro defi ned by rin = {x E ro ; D.' uo(x) ::::; O} Then, the boundary conditions are (2.1) for CU, T) and for p (2.6) p = Po on rin and op a n = 0 on r \ r in · Let W 2 "" H�(D)d and
Then a weak variational form of (1.11) with the reg ularized mass conservation is given by -CP u, \l ¢ ) + (\l p, \l ¢ ) = 0 We consider the optimal control problem; mini mize the cost functional
over 9 E L 2 (fd, subject to (2.7). Defi ne the ..?pera.
tor E on X x L 2 (f I ) where X = W + ({J, li,T) into W'" by (E(x, g), ( ¢ , v, t/J» = the left hand-side of (2.7)
for ¢,v,t/J) E W where x = (p,u, T ) E X and 9 E L2(fI). Then, since Hi(D) is compactly embedded into L6(D) and by Holder inequality I(pu . \lv, w)1 � const ·l pl 6l u l6lvlHllwl6 it follows that E : X .... .. W'" is Frechet differentiable. Suppose that there exists a feasible point (p, u, T) E X (i.e., E(p, u, T) = 0). Let {(iI7n, Yn)} with Xn = (Pn, un, T+n) E X and gm E L2(fl) be a minimizing sequence. Since f3 > 0 I(Pn, U n, Tn)IHl ::; const. uniformly in n. Hence there exists a weak conver gence sub-sequence x" (denoted by the same sym bol) such that Xn .... .. x = (p, u, T) E X weakly in HI (D) Pn \l . U n -+ P \l . u, weakly in W;, where Pn = (-y -1) PnTn and P = (-y -1) pT.
Thus, the limit x = (p, u, T) E X satisfies (2.7).
Since the norms are weakly lower semi-continuous there exists a solution to the minimization (2.8) sub ject to (2.7).
Using exactly the same arguments, we can prove that suppose there exists a (uniformly) bounded se quence { P e, uf, Ten in X such that (2.7) is satisfi ed for each ( > 0, then there exists a solution to (1.11) with boundary condition (2.1) and the inflow condi tion for P in the sense of (2.7) with € = O. Moreover, a sequence of solutions {(x" g,n of (2.8) subject to (2.7) with € > 0 converges weakly to a solution (:1:, g) (2.8) subject to (2.7) with ( = 0 sub-sequentially in
Next, we derive a necessary optimality condition. We ass ume the regular point condition: the Frechet derivative E'(:I:*, g*); is surjective at the minimizer (:I:"',g*) E X x L2(f1). Then, if we define the Lagrangian J(x,g)+ (E(X,g),A}W'xW where J(:I:, g) denotes the costfunction (2.8), then there exists a Lagrange multiplier A = (e, w, "') E W such that J' ( :I: *,g*)( z,h ) + (E' (x ", g * )( z, h) "" 0 for all (z ,h) E W x L2(fd. This is equivalently 
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The boundary conditions are described in Figure   1 . We take
and on the sides and top we assume the radiation boundary condition for temperature:
aT an = H(2 -T) .
The resulting system of nonlinear equations 1S
solved by the following steps.
Step 1. Solve the problem using successive approx imation method [Gz] for n = 1,2, .. , no, where no is taken sufficiently large so that the solution enters the contraction ball for the Newton's method.
Step 2. Switch to Newton's method and solve till the convergence criterion is satisfied.
The computational results shown in Figures were obtained with a 9 by 9 triangulation of unit square and using the following data: [TH]
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